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A stay in Bali usually 
brings to mind either 
the party atmosphere of 
Kuta and Semiyak, or 

the secluded beaches of Uluwatu 
and Candidasa. But the real spirit 
of the island lies in its jungles and 
forests, amidst which reside the 

luxury estate of Como Shambala, 
a designer hide-away luxury 
hotel. A perfect choice for our 
honeymoon, I told my husband, 
and we got ready to spend a 
weekend at the award winning 
eco resort, located about 10 
minutes’drive outside Ubud town.

THE WELCOME 
Check in was smooth, service 
non-intrusive. We did have 
some disappointing information 
regarding our room preference 
- we had asked for a room 
in the Japanese-themed Tirta 
Ening residence. But it was 

Utopia in Ubud

One of world’s leading eco-resorts and resting grounds for A-list celebrities like Julia Roberts, 
Como Shambala estate is a breathtakingly beautiful resort set in the Payangan forests of Bali, 

Radhika Meganathan reminisces.
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not available! On seeing our 
crestfallen faces, the receptionist 
told us that we have been 
upgraded to theentire estate suite 
at Tejasura (“Fire Residence”). 

Talk about good luck, we were 
thrilled! The resort is made of 
five main buildings, called as 
Residences – and each Residence 
at Como was uniquely designed 
and an experience to treasure 
by itself. It is at this time that 
our personal butler Dhika was 
introduced to us – yes, every 
guest in this resort has his or 
her Jeeves. Dhika was so very 
pleasant to talk to. I had a bad 
tooth, and he even hunted down 
a vial of clove oil just because I 
asked for it!
 
THE RESIDENCE 
The estate is more than 40 acres, 
so on-demand buggies are 

always at your service. Dhika 
took us to our estate on a buggy. 
All the suites in Tejasura residence 
were set apart from each other 
by the common foyer, so there 
was adequate privacy. The foyer 
had a massive lounge and dining 
space, and a common pool. The 
residence had two estate suites - 
we occupied the one on the left. 

Our suite was designed like a 
luxury treetop hut and overlooked 
a ravine and Agung river. There 
were rice terraces view in a 
distance, but the immediate views 
from rooms are all of the jungle. 
The interiors were all wood and 
glass and marble, and comprised 
of three different rooms - a 
bedroom, a dressing room and 
the loo with sunken bath. You 
exit the indoor loo to enter the 
open-air shower bale. The main 
balcony from the bedroom had a 

fascinating 180-degree view of 
the valley below. The air smelled 
divine and the sounds of the river 
were very soothing.

THE FOOD
We decided to eat in-house, as 
Como is literally in the middle of 
the woods, and we didn’t want to 
make the trek to Ubud for dinner. 
Kudos is open only for breakfast, 
while Glow opened for lunch and 
dinner. Both had an extensive 
menu and prompt service. We 
had a four-course lunch at Glow, 
which I found great, because 
the fare was all organic, super-
healthy, non-gluten stuff. Not so 
much for my junk-food-loving 
husband who missed meat and 
was panting for some MSG!

Kudos restaurant is housed in a 
renovated Javanese structure, 
with antique wooden décor and 
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furnishings. My husband had 
the organic, non-gluten builder’s 
breakfast and I had a salmon 
omelet with fresh fruit juice. All 
preserves and jams were made 
from the estate’s farm. Even my 
husband, by this point, had 
grudgingly admitted that he 
enjoyed this kind of light, clean 
food. No alcohol is served in 
the premises, which is the main 
reason Como Shambala is often 
the choice of celebrities for a 
detox vacation.

THE TREK
Since we were feeling so 
awesome after that breakfast, we 
decided to do the recommended 
Como Shambala trek. It was a 
terrific trek for two beginners like 
us. The steps are all rough-cut and 
uneven, and not always in the 
right height - you have to be very 
careful when doing this trek as it 
trails up and down and sideways, 
and is slippery in places. Still, 
I would not categorize it as 
dangerous - if you love nature 
and not averse to some sweating, 
you will definitely enjoy it. In the 
next 2 hours, we discovered the 
many brooks and waterfalls in 
the estate, and walked by several 

resting points - there is even a 
mini-spa and a pool on the way 
for you to refresh yourself before 
proceeding. We were a sight 
though - huffing and puffing 
through the pathways when 
seasoned trekkers whizzed past 
us in a second... we reminded 
ourselves to hit the gym as soon 
as we got back home!

The trek is designed in such a 
way that you start and finish at 
the same line, but in different 
end points. Luckily, the back 
entrance to our estate was 
near the finishing point. When 
walking ahead for a mere five 
more minutes would have taken 
us to the starting point of the trek, 
we gave up and cheated - we 
climbed over to the back door 
of our estate suite and officially 
quitted the trek. Ah the bliss to 
enter our air-conditioned room - 
thank you, Dhika, for prepping 
the room with cool air just when 
we came back!

THE GOODBYE 
Unfortunately, my toothache 
returned - and it was worse than 
before. It became apparent that I 
needed medical help, as I could 

not even speak. We decided that 
it is best to move to Ubud for this 
day and seek a dentist there. The 
staff at Como Shambala were 
extremely understanding – we 
had originally booked the 2-night 
package, but when I said I had 
to check out after one night, they 
just charged us for one night. 
Gotta love this treatment.

It was a fabulous start to our 
Bali honeymoon – in spite of 
the toothache nuisance and the 
December heat. Fantastic service, 
delicious organic food, palatial 
rooms with state-of-the-heart 
ameneties like wifi and flatscreen 
TV, lush grenery everywhere, a 
health-centric focus that includes 
several yoga and spa programs, 
and a location that looks like 
paradise - As the luxury travel 
website Mr and Mrs Smith says, 
if Bali is the Island of the Gods 
then it is highly likely Como 
Shambhala Estate, nestled in a 
misty, mossy valley, is where they 
reside. And who knows – when 
you are there, you might even 
have Brangelina as your estate 
neighbor!
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